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Low-temperature behavior of transmission phase shift across a Kondo correlated quantum dot
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We study the transmission phase shift across a Kondo correlated quantum dot in a GaAs heterostructure at
temperatures below the Kondo temperature (T < TK), where the phase shift is expected to show a plateau at π/2
for an ideal Kondo singlet ground state. Our device is tuned such that the ratio �/U of level width � to charging
energy U is quite large (�0.5 rather than �1). This situation is commonly used in GaAs quantum dots to ensure
Kondo temperatures large enough (�100 mK here) to be experimentally accessible; however, it also implies that
charge fluctuations are more pronounced than typically assumed in theoretical studies focusing on the regime
�/U � 1 needed to ensure a well-defined local moment. Our measured phase evolves monotonically by π across
the two Coulomb peaks, but without being locked at π/2 in the Kondo valley for T � TK, due to a significant
influence of large �/U . Only when �/U is reduced sufficiently does the phase start to be locked around π/2 and
develops into a plateau at π/2. Our observations are consistent with numerical renormalization group calculations,
and can be understood as a direct consequence of the Friedel sum rule that relates the transmission phase shift to
the local occupancy of the dot, and thermal average of a transmission coefficient through a resonance level near
the Fermi energy.
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The Kondo effect [1] that is the archetype of many-body
correlations was first observed in metals containing small
inclusions of magnetic impurities and later in semiconductor
quantum dots (QDs) [2,3] where a single electron spin can be
artificially created. The flexibility of various tuning parameters
of a QD makes it an extremely favorable system for studying
the Kondo effect, and several new properties such as the
unitary limit of conductance [4] and nonequilibrium Kondo
density of states (DOS) [5,6] have been observed through
conductance measurements. Furthermore, by embedding a
QD into quantum interferometers, it also becomes possible to
investigate the transmission phase shift of electrons scattered
through a Kondo correlated QD [7–12]. An electron scattered
through a Kondo correlated QD is expected to acquire a π/2-
phase shift without spin flip scattering [13] at zero temperature,
which is a central ingredient of Nozières’ Fermi-liquid theory
[14]. It is also a direct indication of a many-body singlet ground
state, often referred to as the Kondo cloud.

Very recently, the π/2-phase shift in the Kondo regime has
been unambiguously observed by measuring the phase through
a QD embedded in a true two-path interferometer [12]. The
difficulty in measuring the phase shift through a QD originates
from the difficulty in realizing a pure two-path interferometer
in a mesoscopic system [15–18] due to boundary conditions
for linear transport [19,20]. It has been shown by some of
us that the antiphase oscillation in our interferometer works
as a good criterion for reliable phase measurement while the
smooth phase evolution as a function of gate voltages, which
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is the criterion used in previous experiments, does not [18].
According to theory, it is also expected that the π/2-phase
shift is washed out due to the influence of neighboring levels
[13]. Such a situation may indeed have been realized in earlier
experiments for T � TK, but reliable phase measurements in
this regime have stayed elusive due to technical difficulties.
It is therefore of interest to study this regime in order to
obtain a comprehensive understanding of electron transport
across a single Kondo impurity coupled to reservoirs at finite
temperatures.

Here we study the phase behavior of a Kondo correlated QD
formed in a GaAs heterostructure at T � TK by varying �/U .
We show that the level broadening has a strong influence on
the phase shift evolution in the low-temperature Fermi-liquid
regime. We find that the phase smoothly and monotonically
shifts by π across two Coulomb peaks (CPs) without being
locked at π/2 at the center of the Kondo valley when there is
a significant overlap of the levels. When decreasing the level
broadening �/U , the phase shift starts to be locked around π/2
and then eventually develops into a pronounced plateau. We
will argue below that this behavior, reproduced by numerical
renormalization group (NRG) calculations, can be understood
in terms of the Friedel sum rule, which relates the transmission
phase shift to the dot occupancy, and a thermal average of the
transmission phase.

The device is fabricated from a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-
ture that hosts a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
with n = 3.21×1011 cm−2, μ = 8.6×105 cm2/V s located at
100 nm below the surface with a modulation doping and a
45 nm spacer between doping and 2DEG. The sample structure
[Fig. 1(a)] is defined using a metallic Schottky gate technique.
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FIG. 1. (a) A scanning electron micrograph of the device in-
cluding the measurement setup. The dotted green lines mimic the
electron trajectories. The currents flowing through the lower con-
tacts are measured through voltage measurements [I1(2) = V1(2)/R,
R = 10 k�]. (b) Typical quantum interference as a function of the
magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the surface. Nonoscillating
background current is subtracted from the raw data and only the
oscillating component is shown. The visibilities of the oscillations
are 4%–8%.

The AB ring is defined by the gate voltage VAB applied through
a metallic air bridge onto the center island. It is connected to
the leads through a tunnel-coupled wire on both ends, where
the tunnel-coupling energy is controlled by VT1 and VT2. The
metallic air bridge allows us to control the two tunnel-coupled
wires independently on the AB ring, which improves the
tunability of the interferometer compared to the previous setup
[12]. A QD is formed in the left path of the AB ring and Vp is
used to control the single-particle level of the QD. A current
is injected from the upper left contact by applying an ac bias
(Vsd = 3–20 μV, 23.3 Hz) and recovered in the two contacts
at the bottom. The currents (I1,I2) are measured as voltages
(V1,V2) across a resistance with a standard lock-in technique.
This structure works as a pure two-path interferometer when
the tunnel-coupled wires are properly tuned to half beam
splitters [15–18], where the two output currents oscillate in
antiphase, as plotted in Fig. 1(b). All measurements were
performed in a dilution refrigerator at the base temperature
of about 70 mK, except for Fig. 2(a).

We start by characterizing the Kondo correlation of the
QD by completely depleting the regions beneath both tunnel-
coupling gates. As a consequence, all the injected current
passes through the QD and is recovered at the lower left contact
(I ∗

1 and G∗
1). Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence

of the CPs. Kondo correlations appear at the valley around
Vp = −0.56 V, where the linear conductance logarithmically
increases as the temperature is decreased below 200 mK. Since
we do not reach the unitary limit, the Kondo temperature
cannot be determined precisely. Instead, we can estimate
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FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the Coulomb peaks. The
conductance at different temperatures is plotted with different colors.
(b) Coulomb diamond for the Coulomb peaks shown in (a) at
T = 70 mK.

from the temperature dependence of the conductance a lower
bound of TK of 100 mK at the valley center, below which
the conductance exceeds e2/h. In addition, we measure a
Coulomb diamond for this parameter set and confirm the
so-called zero bias anomaly, a typical feature of Kondo physics
[Fig. 2(b)]. The horizontal yellow ridge in Fig. 2(b) is an
indication of the resonant DOS near the Fermi level.

In order to measure the transmission phase shift across
these CPs we retune both tunnel-coupled wires to half beam
splitters. We record the magnetic field dependence of the two
output currents at different values of Vp when scanning across
the peaks. Figure 3(a) shows the result, where the difference of
the currents I1 and I2 oscillating with opposite phase is plotted
after subtraction of the nonoscillating smoothed background
[12]. The phase of the magneto-oscillation smoothly shifts as
a function of Vp across the peaks with Kondo correlations.
In Fig. 3(b) we plot the phase shift obtained by a complex
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the data of Fig. 3(a), together
with the current I1 averaged over one oscillation period for
the magnetic field. The current mimics the shape of the CPs
on top of the background current coming from the right path
of the interferometer. The phase smoothly shifts by π across
the two CPs without showing any plateau feature, as already
visible in Fig. 3(a).

Next, we slightly reduce the coupling � between the QD
and the leads by suitably tuning the gate voltages of the QD
and measure again the phase shift [Fig. 3(c)]. One observes a
slight change in the slope of the phase shift, in particular, in the
valley between the two CPs. By further reducing � the phase
is clearly locked around π/2, as shown in Fig. 3(d). For all
these gate conditions shown in Fig. 3 the temperature T should
still be lower than T c

K, the Kondo temperature at the center of
the Kondo valley, since the phase shift across one of the two
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FIG. 3. (a) Magneto-oscillations of (I1 − I2) as a function of Vp

across the two Coulomb peaks showing Kondo correlations. The
nonoscillating background as a function of the magnetic field is
subtracted. (b)–(d) The transmission phase shift (red circle, left axis),
determined by a complex FFT of the magneto-oscillations, together
with I1 (black line, right axis). I1 is averaged over one oscillation
period of the magnetic field. From (b) to (d) the coupling between the
QD and the leads is reduced.

CPs does not exceed π/2. If one reduces � even further so
that T c

K drops below T , the phase shift should exceed π/2 at
the left of the Kondo valley and should decrease below π/2
to right of the Kondo valley, resulting in an S−shaped phase
evolution, as recently demonstrated in Ref. [12]. Although
such a crossover from T c

K > T to T c
K < T at the center of the

Kondo valley could not be observed for these two specific CPs
due to limitations in the tuning parameters, we confirmed such
a behavior for different peaks with Kondo correlations in the
current device.

To compare such a behavior with theory, we show NRG
calculations employing a two-level Anderson impurity model
[21–24] using the same model assumptions as in Ref. [12].
Following the experiment, � is changed as a parameter
while temperature, single-level spacing, and the orbital parity
relation between the two single-particle levels are fixed. For
simplicity, � is set to be equal for the two levels and the Vp

dependence of the parameters is not taken into account. The
energy scale of the parameters is characterized in units of
charging energy U . We indeed find a similar phase behavior
in the calculations, as shown in Fig. 4. For the largest �/U

[Fig. 4(a)] the phase evolves almost linearly by π . When �/U
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FIG. 4. Transmission phase (red line, left axis) and transmission
amplitude (black line, right axis) calculated by a two-level Anderson
impurity model. The single-level spacing is fixed to 0.3U and the
orbital parity relation between two single-particle levels is chosen
to be same. The phase shift across two CPs, which originates from
the upper energy level, is shown here. The parameters used for the
calculations are indicated in the graphs. T c

K indicates the Kondo
temperature at the center of the Kondo valley.

is reduced, the slope of the phase starts to decrease near the
center of the valley [Fig. 4(b)]. By further reducing �/U

a phase plateau at π/2 develops [Fig. 4(c)]. Even though
the parameters of the calculations are not quantitatively fit
to the experimental conditions, which results in different
transmission amplitudes from those of the experiment, the
NRG calculations reproduce the experimentally observed
phase evolution.

The smooth phase shift without the π/2 plateau observed
in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) and reproduced in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is
quite remarkable. Usually one associates the Fermi-liquid
ground state with a phase shift plateau at π/2, a hallmark of
the Kondo singlet ground state. In the above experiment and
calculation, however, the plateau at π/2 only develops when
�/U is reduced [Figs. 3(d) and 4(c)]. Such a behavior can
be understood in terms of the Friedel sum rule and thermal
averaging of the phase. To see this, we evoke a recently
developed Fermi-liquid theory of Ref. [25], which generalizes
the Fermi-liquid theory that Nozières had developed many
years ago for the Kondo model to the case of the Anderson
impurity model, including the case of particle-hole asymmetry.
According to Ref. [25], the transmission phase shift at zero
temperature and magnetic field depends linearly on energy
for sufficiently small excitation energies ε with respect to the
Fermi energy:

δ(ε) = nd · π/2 + ε/E∗ for |ε| � E∗. (1)
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The first term reflects the Friedel sum rule, with nd being
the ground state expectation value of the dot occupancy.
The second term parametrizes the leading linear energy
dependence of the phase in terms of a characteristic low-energy
scale E∗. Both nd and E∗ depend on gate voltage, with E∗
minimal at the center of the Kondo valley. If the system is
in the local moment regime, defined by the requirements that
nd � 1 and that charge fluctuations are negligible, then E∗ is
proportional to the Kondo temperature TK. Outside the local
moment regime, where nd differs significantly from 1 and/or
charge fluctuations are strong, the phenomenology typically
associated with the Kondo effect, such as the existence of
a well-defined Kondo resonance, is no longer applicable.
Nevertheless, Eq. (1) still holds, although E∗ no longer has
the interpretation of a Kondo temperature. For large excitation
energies, |ε| � E∗, the phase δ(ε) depends nonlinearly on
energy [as shown, e.g., in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) of Ref. [13]].

For sufficiently small temperatures (T � E∗/kB), the
transmission phase δexpt measured in our experiment can
heuristically be associated with a thermal average of δ(ε) over
an energy window of width kBT [see Eq. (A22) of Ref. [23]].
Since the contribution of the linear term vanishes upon thermal
averaging, we obtain

δexpt � nd · π/2, (2)

thus the measured phase can directly be interpreted in terms
of the Friedel sum rule. We interpret the linear change of δexpt

with gate voltage observed in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) as evidence
that the dot occupancy changes essentially linearly with gate
voltage. This would imply that although the conductance does
show some traces of Kondo correlations (Fig. 2), the ratio of
�/U is so large that a well-defined local moment regime, with
nd � 1 over a range of gate voltages, is not realized.

If �/U � 1, then a well-defined local moment with
nd � 1 is realized throughout the Kondo-valley range of gate
voltages (−U + � � εd � −�). For T � T c

K (which implies
T � E∗/kB throughout the Kondo valley), Eq. (2) leads to the
well-known phase plateau δexpt � π/2. Figure 3(d) is close to
this situation. However, it is important to recall that the
applicability of Eq. (2) is limited solely to T � E∗/kB. Since
smaller �/U leads to smaller E∗ for the fixed gate voltage
Vp, in Fig. 3(d) the temperature is not small compared to E∗,
but rather comparable to it (T � E∗/kB) around the center
of the valley. Therefore, for Fig. 3(d) the measured phase
δexpt is not given simply by the Friedel sum rule (2), since
for such comparatively large temperatures, contributions to
δ(ε) that are nonlinear in energy [not shown in (1)] begin to
contribute. If T � E∗/kB, this results in a π/2-phase plateau
at the center of the Kondo valley that is more pronounced
than the plateau expected from Eq. (2). We have confirmed
this by NRG calculations in which either T/U or �/U are
varied: Irrespective of the detailed values of the parameters,
a well-defined π/2-phase plateau is found at temperatures of
order or even somewhat above T c

K . This is consistent with
previous findings in the literature, e.g., Fig. 4(b) of Ref. [13],
Fig. 1 of Ref. [26], and Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) of Ref. [23]. This
is also consistent with Fig. 3(d), where the phase is locked
around π/2 when the QD is far from the unitary limit.

The enhancement of the π/2-phase plateau can be un-
derstood by the following heuristic argument. For this, we
need to consider the resonance state formed near the Fermi
energy, which is the dominant contribution for the transport at
T < E∗/kB. As discussed above, the experimentally observed
phase shift is a thermal average over the energy window of
kBT and it is this thermal averaging with its respective weight
(transmission probability) of the resonance DOS. The center of
the resonance state is misaligned from the Fermi energy except
at the center of the Kondo valley due to the strong charge
fluctuation, as seen from the almost linear phase evolution
for T � E∗/kB. Resonant tunneling leads to a π/2-phase
shift, while tunneling with energy above (below) the resonance
leads to a larger (smaller) phase shift compared to π/2. When
the resonance enters the kBT energy window, the weight of
the tunneling probability is maximal at the resonance, while
it decreases for energies above and below resonance. As a
consequence, the π/2-phase shift should be enhanced by the
thermal average. Even though nonlinear energy dependent
phase contributions exist at T � E∗/kB, this picture should
be valid as far as the electron transport is dominated by
the resonance DOS. For larger T , contributions from the
single-particle DOS cannot be ignored, which will cause δexpt

to show an S−shaped behavior as a function of gate voltage, as
predicted in Fig. 3(b) of Ref. [13] and observed experimentally
in Ref. [12]. Such a crossover of the transport regime should
occur at T � E∗/kB at the center of the Kondo valley. Hence
we can estimate E∗/kB (which corresponds to TK in the local
moment regime) from the observation of the transition of the
phase behavior.

In summary, we studied the phase behavior of a Kondo
correlated QD formed in a GaAs 2DEG for T � T c

K. We
observed that the phase smoothly shifts by π across two
consecutive CPs without showing any plateau for large �. Only
when � is decreased does the phase lock at π/2 near the center
of the Kondo valley and develops a plateau. Such a behavior
is reproduced by NRG calculations and can be understood
in terms of the Friedel sum rule and a heuristic argument
of thermal average. The π/2-phase shift is pronounced at
T � E∗/kB (�TK) due to thermal average, which allows one
to estimate the transition temperature. Our results demonstrate
that the phase shift in a Kondo correlated QD is much more
subtle than naively expected for a localized Kondo impurity.
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